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Why CE/IT?
 Computing is the main
driving force behind
recent progress in
science, health care,

About Department
The Department of Computer Engineering (CE) and Information Technology (IT) at the C. U. Shah College
of Engineering and Technology (CCET), C. U. Shah University, Wadhwan City aims to be a leader in
computing research and state-of-the-art pedagogy. With "global excellence and local relevance" as its
driving philosophy, the department has resolved to contribute to the advancement of Information
Technology in India. The CE department at CCET offers B.Tech and M.Tech programs while the IT
department offers B.Tech. program. The departments at CCET comprises twenty two young faculty
members, who are actively engaged in research areas including theoretical computer science, algorithms,
graph theory, networking, distributed systems, compilers, and image/video processing.

engineering, business,
agriculture, and almost
every other industry.

 Computer engineering
and Information
Technology involves the
study of hardware,
software,
communications, and the
interaction among them.

 As a graduate of the
college's computer
engineering/ Information
Technology programs,
you will be capable of
designing digital
hardware systems
including communications
systems, computers, and














Salient Feature
ICT enabled Class Rooms.
22 State of Art Computer Laboratories.
Free Internet facility for students through LAN as well as Wi-fi.
Highly qualified and experienced staff.
Proper student counselling for the difficulties of the students.
Parents meeting at regular intervals.
The departments are regularly arranging various technical and non technical events to sharpen
students’ abilities.
Industrial visits are arranged at regular intervals to make aware students with the current trends in
technologies.
The departments also have a department library to encourage students’ learning.
The department constantly trying to get more and more student placement in most promising
companies such as TCS, Infosys, Wipro, EliteCore, etc.
The department also running ISTE student chapter.
The department is accredited by IE (Institute of Engineers).

Achievements
 The departments organized various technical and non technical events like Innovation 2001 to
Innovation 2007, Nexxus 2008 to Nexxus 2012, Fun Fiesta, Frolicz 2K14, Advita-2K15 etc.
 The departments organized various workshops for students which include Workshop on Ethical
Hacking, Workshop on Hibernate, Workshop on PhoneGap, etc.
 The departments organized various expert talks which includes a talk on Resume Building,
Entrepreneurship Development, Android, Career Guidance, Cybercrime Investigation etc.
 The departments organized various workshops for faculties as a part of Faculty Development
Activity like Workshop on Computer Programming, Workshop on Computer Networking,
Workshop on Cyber Security, Workshop on Open Source Technology, and Workshop on Web
Development Technologies etc.
 Departments had been running Educational Programs Like C2C (carrier to College Program).
 Departments also running Remote Centre and Akash Project centre of IIT Bombay.

“The
computer
was born
to solve
problems
that did
not exist
before.”
– Bill Gates

